In 1898, prisoner C.3.3, author and playwright Oscar Wilde, evoked the horror of his experiences of prison life, and the despair, anguish and mental breakdown experienced by prisoners in "The Ballad of Reading Gaol": "And some grow mad, and all grow bad, And none a word may say."[^1^](#jrz027-FN1){ref-type="fn"} Sentenced in May 1895 to two years hard labor for homosexual offences, Wilde was removed in November of that year from Wandsworth Prison to Reading, in response to Home Office concerns about his poor health, including his mental state. He was to remain in Reading Gaol until his release in 1897.

Wilde famously attacked the dehumanizing prison system that wore down prisoners and prison staff alike, expressing a keen interest in the plight, sorrows and troubles of the other prisoners, his "pals" as he came to describe them. "Looking at *the others*," seeing their unhappiness, he claimed, excited his pity, and "broke his obsession with his own fate."[^2^](#jrz027-FN2){ref-type="fn"} Composed in Reading Gaol in the early months of 1897, *De Profundis*, Wilde's lengthy letter to his former lover, Lord Alfred Douglas, described the horror of his prison experiences and revealed his intention of engaging in prison reform.[^3^](#jrz027-FN3){ref-type="fn"} Following his release, Wilde voiced his concerns about the cruelties of prison life in two letters published in the *Daily Chronicle*, describing how the "terror" of imprisonment was "intensified beyond power of expression by the solitary cellular system of our prisons," "an example of the cruelty of stupidity."[^4^](#jrz027-FN4){ref-type="fn"} He also referred to the large number of men who became insane or weak-minded in prison: "the present prison system seems almost to have for its aim the wrecking and the destruction of the mental faculties. The production of insanity is, if not its object, certainly its result."[^5^](#jrz027-FN5){ref-type="fn"} Deprived of books and human interaction, condemned to silence, and "brutalised below the level of any of the brute-creation, the wretched man who is confined in an English prison can hardly escape becoming insane."[^6^](#jrz027-FN6){ref-type="fn"} Wilde also asserted that prison doctors had no knowledge of mental disease and were preoccupied with their suspicions that prisoners were feigning insanity. They were "as a class ignorant men. The pathology of the mind is unknown to them. When a man grows insane, they treat him as shamming."[^7^](#jrz027-FN7){ref-type="fn"} They were "brutal in manner, coarse in temperament, and utterly indifferent to the health of the prisoners or their comfort."[^8^](#jrz027-FN8){ref-type="fn"} The Medical Inspectors of Prisons, meanwhile, did not appear, according to Wilde, to understand the difference between lunacy and idiocy.[^9^](#jrz027-FN9){ref-type="fn"}

Oscar Wilde is certainly unparalleled in the richness and impact of his prison writing. However, as this article demonstrates, many other prison authors were at work in the decades before and after Wilde's imprisonment, describing the impact of the prison environment and discipline on the bodies and minds of prisoners. As prison regimes shifted from a system that lauded reform and the reclamation of the prisoner in the 1840s and 1850s to one that emphasized uniformity, control and punishment in the 1860s and 1870s, prisoners increasingly recorded their own responses to closed regimes marked by severity and deterrence.[^10^](#jrz027-FN10){ref-type="fn"} It is their published memoirs that will be the focus of this article.

Dating back to Priestley's study of 1999, there has been considerable scholarly interest in prison autobiographies, as well as calls to focus on consistent themes within them.[^11^](#jrz027-FN11){ref-type="fn"} Alyson Brown has shown how prison autobiographies provide rich insights into prisoners' attempts to survive doing time, gaining a sense of purpose from their imprisonment, while William Forsythe has drawn on prison memoirs to explore how prisoners coped with the loneliness of cellular confinement.[^12^](#jrz027-FN12){ref-type="fn"} This scholarship, however, has not examined prisoners' accounts of mental illness and the way it was managed in prisons in any detail. The twenty prison memoirs dating from the late 1860s to the 1920s, drawn on in this article, all reflected, some at length, on the psychological damage resulting from imprisonment. This was regardless of whether these prisoners were held in convict or local prisons, or experienced long- or short-term sentences, and included political prisoners alongside convicted criminals. They related their own struggles and those of other prisoners to resist mental collapse and described the ineffectiveness of the prison in dealing with this. It is suggested that these accounts provide unique insight into mental distress in prison at a point when official reports -- seeking to preserve the integrity of prison regimes and discipline -- were reluctant to acknowledge that the prison was responsible for the mental breakdown of its inmates.[^13^](#jrz027-FN13){ref-type="fn"}

These writers have had limited exposure compared with Wilde's contributions and those of well-known prison critics such as Charles Dickens, who lambasted the importation of the system of separate confinement from America to the newly established penitentiaries of England several decades earlier.[^14^](#jrz027-FN14){ref-type="fn"} Yet these largely middle- or upper-class, well-educated and articulate prison writers generated a robust genre of published material that provides "texts or documents of direct and critical understanding of the discourses and social practices of prison."[^15^](#jrz027-FN15){ref-type="fn"} Though some authors wrote anonymously or under *noms de plume*, others were public figures whose trials attracted considerable attention. Susan Willis Fletcher was influential in spiritualist and health reform circles when she was imprisoned for twelve months in 1881 for obtaining goods on false pretences and her trial became a *cause célèbre* with extensive press coverage.[^16^](#jrz027-FN16){ref-type="fn"} Jabez Spencer Balfour, a large-scale speculator in building schemes imprisoned in 1895 for fourteen years for fraud, had been a Liberal MP and prominent temperance reformer.[^17^](#jrz027-FN17){ref-type="fn"} The autobiographies of high-profile political prisoners -- suffragettes, conscientious objectors imprisoned during the First World War and Irish nationalists -- tended to be written with different objects in mind, to promote a political cause or as agendas for prison reform. Yet they too are notable for their detailed observations of mental disorder in prison, observations that contributed powerfully to their cases for reform.

A number of scholars have declared prison writers to be unreliable and biased in their authorship. Written after release and subject to fallibility of memory, it is argued that they corroborated middle-class attitudes towards crime, criminals and punishment and the threat of lower class and criminal "others," allying themselves to prison officials rather than their fellow inmates.[^18^](#jrz027-FN18){ref-type="fn"} Frank Lauterbach has argued that such accounts revealed the efforts of the authors to cling to respectability and to dissociate themselves from the average criminal.[^19^](#jrz027-FN19){ref-type="fn"} While acknowledging the bias in authorship in terms of class, education and background, it can be argued that many prison writers sought to connect to and explore the experiences of other prisoners. Besides, as Forsythe has pointed out, "all writers about Victorian prisons had their own axes to grind," and official accounts too were strongly biased.[^20^](#jrz027-FN20){ref-type="fn"} Not all prison writers were well to do; some were career criminals and repeat offenders, who had been in and out of a number of prisons over many years.[^21^](#jrz027-FN21){ref-type="fn"} Collectively what prison authors wrote -- regardless of class, the diversity of writing styles and motives for writing -- was notable for the emphases and insights they shared, showing "a consistency of experience that lends credibility to the use of such material for an examination of the impact of the prison on the person."[^22^](#jrz027-FN22){ref-type="fn"}

In contrast to the narratives of asylum patients, prison writers did not describe themselves as mad, though they often claimed that they came close to madness. Rather they focused on the madness of others as well as the techniques they drew on themselves to avoid falling prey to insanity. Exploration of prisoners' memoirs thus offers an alternative way of listening to insanity, although often at one remove in describing the mental breakdown of other inmates, and sheds light on the experiences of mental illness in institutional settings other than the asylum that has been far more extensively investigated.[^23^](#jrz027-FN23){ref-type="fn"} Though the prison was not intended to be a place of containment for the mentally ill, it frequently ended up fulfilling this function, something that has had little acknowledgement in the extensive literature on the confinement of the insane overall.[^24^](#jrz027-FN24){ref-type="fn"} As with the voices of the "mad" patients examined by Roy Porter, who wrote down their stories in novels, letters and autobiographies, prison authors were eager to shore up their sense of identity, which had been eroded by the machinations of the criminal justice system and the fierce restriction on personal agency imposed by prison discipline.[^25^](#jrz027-FN25){ref-type="fn"} Prisoners' memoirs tended to be critical of regimes that caused madness and then failed to do anything to address this. They offer interesting parallels to patients' accounts, for the most part written by articulate, well-educated and well-off asylum residents, some of which also generated much public attention. They too tended to be highly critical of the institutions where they found themselves or complained of their wrongful confinement.[^26^](#jrz027-FN26){ref-type="fn"}

While Michel Foucault acknowledged the potential impact of prisoners' accounts, as a "discourse against power," until recently these accounts were largely ignored in a prison historiography that remained preoccupied with exploring the imposition of penal power in prisons defined by increased observation and rigid discipline.[^27^](#jrz027-FN27){ref-type="fn"} Yet, through their writing, prisoners demonstrated a form of resistance and a response to prison regimes, which, as Alyson Brown and Emma Clare have argued, capture the intricacies of imprisonment and "the consistency and persistence of certain sentient experiences," forming "a subjective counter-discourse of the prison."[^28^](#jrz027-FN28){ref-type="fn"} Exploration of prison memoirs not only enhances our understanding of experiences of mental disorder in prison, but also adds weight to a growing scholarship that highlights the prisoners' voice and agency. Their robust and sustained criticisms of the prison system were picked up by prison reformers and taken account of in a number of late nineteenth-century parliamentary enquires.

Separate Confinement and the Production of Madness in Prison
============================================================

Pentonville Model Prison in London, taking its first prisoners in 1842, became emblematic of the devastating effects of the regime of separate confinement on prisoners' minds and a focus of criticism for the anticipated -- and later demonstrable -- impact on their mental wellbeing. The new system of discipline was roundly criticized by Charles Dickens, while the London *Times* ran a campaign that ensured that what was described, by both supporters and detractors, as Pentonville's "experiment" and later its failure were played out in a very public manner.[^29^](#jrz027-FN29){ref-type="fn"} In Pentonville -- and subsequently other prisons that implemented separate confinement as the system was rolled out across the country -- convicts spent twenty-three hours of each day in silence in their cells, where they worked, ate and slept, being taken out for brief periods to exercise and to attend chapel, where they were seated in separate stalls.[^30^](#jrz027-FN30){ref-type="fn"} Pentonville's first prisoners were carefully selected, aged between eighteen and thirty-five, first-time offenders and in good health, fit and able to withstand what was described as a testing regime.

The model for the construction of other prisons in the decades that followed, Pentonville was designed for separation, the prisoners regarded as "defective mechanisms" who could be "remoulded" in a penitentiary devised as "a machine for the social production of guilt."[^31^](#jrz027-FN31){ref-type="fn"} The prison housed 520 prisoners in separate cells, with four wings radiating out from a central point, from which all cell doors were visible. Every detail was carefully engineered in terms of cell size and fittings, lighting, heating and ventilation, to ensure that each cell was identical.[^32^](#jrz027-FN32){ref-type="fn"} Pentonville's architect, the Surveyor-General of Prisons, Major Joshua Jebb, described how "the individual separation of one prisoner from another is the only basis on which a sound system of prison discipline can be formed," "depriving a prisoner of the contaminating influences arising from being associated with his fellow prisoners."[^33^](#jrz027-FN33){ref-type="fn"} Separate confinement, to be enforced during a period of "probation" prior to transportation, was initially imposed for eighteen months, which it was believed would allow sufficient time for reflection and reform. Under such conditions, which Jebb argued would also give prisoners constant access to "all the good influences" of the chaplains and other prison officers, Pentonville's advocates argued that prisoners' mental health would not only be preserved but enhanced.[^34^](#jrz027-FN34){ref-type="fn"}

As the separate system was imposed throughout the British Isles, management of the mind became a major preoccupation of all prison officers: governors, warders, schoolmasters, medical officers and most particularly the chaplains. Despite the avowed benefits of the system, prison staff were enjoined to watch carefully for signs of mental breakdown among the prisoners, and robust surveillance and reporting systems were put in place. The prison chaplains were key figures in efforts to produce deep-seated moral and spiritual reform, through their sermons, the direction of instruction, and, particularly, their communications with prisoners in their cells. They were to assert themselves in matters of the psyche -- initially far and above the prison surgeons -- claiming that they had the closest oversight and most intimate contact with individual prisoners, and the ability to know, understand and influence their states of mind.[^35^](#jrz027-FN35){ref-type="fn"}

With regard to asylums, Roy Porter compellingly argued that "those who have been shut up have indeed been shut up" or at least no one attended to what they said, except to put down their dislocated speech as a proof of derangement.[^36^](#jrz027-FN36){ref-type="fn"} In prison, however, the communications of prisoners -- whether dislocated speech, accounts of delusions, shouting and screaming, or simply the attempts of prisoners to talk to each other -- were closely observed. Prison officers also remained on high alert to detect instances of feigning or shamming insanity. Strictly forbidden to speak to, and thus contaminate, each other, prisoners were, in contrast, enjoined to communicate their deepest feelings to the chaplains, as they established an early and subverted form of talking cure. Separate confinement prompted, Sean Grass has argued, a "prototype of psychoanalysis, complete with divulgences, interpretations, and case histories constructed through the exchanges between analyst and analysand," chaplain and prisoner "patient."[^37^](#jrz027-FN37){ref-type="fn"} The prisoner was trained to think, and sometimes write, in "a confessional, autobiographical, and even self-psychoanalytical way" to produce "narrative coherence, a self-understanding, that would include the origins of criminality, the commission of crime, and -- as a final chapter -- an awareness of guilt inspired by the beneficient effects of the cell."[^38^](#jrz027-FN38){ref-type="fn"} Reverend John Clay, Chaplain of Preston Gaol between 1823 and 1858, described how this form of discipline and his role as "father-confessor" prepared the prisoner for redemption: "a few months in the solitary cell renders a prisoner strangely impressible. The chaplain can then make the brawny navvy cry like a child; he can work on his feelings in almost any way he pleases... and fill his mouth with his own phrases and language."[^39^](#jrz027-FN39){ref-type="fn"} Clay thus accentuated the power of the chaplain with his potential for close interaction with prisoners lacking other options for communication and human contact.

In line with his chaplain colleagues in other prisons, John Field at Reading Gaol denied that separate confinement was harmful or productive of mental breakdown; rather it "tends not only to correct and improve the morals but also to [strengthen and preserve the mind]{.ul}." If separate confinement failed, this was related to previous instances of mental breakdown prior to imprisonment, insanity in the family or moral weakness.[^40^](#jrz027-FN40){ref-type="fn"} At Pentonville, Chaplain Kingsmill anticipated that separate confinement would increase "the better sympathies of human nature" and that acquired knowledge and exercise of the intellectual powers would lead to improvement "of the mind itself."[^41^](#jrz027-FN41){ref-type="fn"} His cell visitations, admonishments and instruction, he explained, had produced the self-reflection and repudiation of sin that the reformers hoped for, as prisoners shared "their deepest anxiety and guilt in their isolated cells."[^42^](#jrz027-FN42){ref-type="fn"} Tangible proof of the success of his interventions were recorded in his expansive publications, including a letter passed on from a minister in Scotland to Kingsmill, describing how the "seeds of religious instruction which you so faithfully inculcated on my youthful mind, have now begun to take root."[^43^](#jrz027-FN43){ref-type="fn"} In 1863 Reverend Charles Gibson, Chaplain to Spike Island Prison in Cork, observed that the separate cell afforded the prisoner "a fine opportunity of looking in upon his own mind, and back upon his past life"; "the prisoner, in his solitary cell, is driven of [necessity]{.ul}, to give his confidence to the chaplain, and pour the secrets of his soul into his ear," underlining the enduring faith of the chaplains in the separate system.[^44^](#jrz027-FN44){ref-type="fn"}

Yet in effect alarming outbreaks of mental disorder were observed shortly after Pentonville opened, a pattern repeated in other prisons as the system of separate confinement was put in place in purpose built and adapted prisons. While Kingsmill would subsequently publish fulsome accounts of his success stories, in his prison journal he noted numerous instances of mental disorder, mania, anxiety, depression, panic, morbid feelings, irritability, delusions, hallucinations, and suicide attempts, and memos describing prisoners' disturbed behaviour passed between the prison staff on a daily basis.[^45^](#jrz027-FN45){ref-type="fn"} Officially, just fifteen cases of insanity were recorded in annual reports between 1843 and 1850 at Pentonville. In effect the situation was far worse.[^46^](#jrz027-FN46){ref-type="fn"} One of Pentonville's medical officers claimed that the true level of mental disease during the 1840s was five times the reported rate.[^47^](#jrz027-FN47){ref-type="fn"} Peter Laurie, President of Bethlem Asylum, complained to *The Times* that forty prisoners had been sent from Pentonville to Bethlem by 1847, driven mad by the separate system.[^48^](#jrz027-FN48){ref-type="fn"} As criticism of Pentonville mounted, efforts were made to tone down the regime of separate confinement, and its duration was reduced, initially to twelve months and then to nine months in 1853.[^49^](#jrz027-FN49){ref-type="fn"}

By the late 1840s Kingsmill was questioning the benefits of separate confinement, initially in his journal and later in published reports, his ideals constantly undermined by the realities of dealing with mentally ill prisoners on a daily basis and by the prisoners' apparent loss of physical and mental energy under the separate system.[^50^](#jrz027-FN50){ref-type="fn"} In February 1849 he described convict 1920 as "excited, incoherent & strange in his manner. I am of opinion that his mind is likely to be injuriously affected by the discipline."[^51^](#jrz027-FN51){ref-type="fn"} Other prisons officials noted their concerns. Richard Milner, surgeon at Wakefield Prison, asserted in 1847 "cases of mental delusion might be attributed to the separate system, as they were much benefitted by the adoption of the modification of the discipline." One year later, he observed ten cases of mental delusion, and, with one exception, all recovered after the discipline was relaxed.[^52^](#jrz027-FN52){ref-type="fn"} Reporting in 1852, Dr Baly, Medical Superintendent at Millbank Prison, observed that separate confinement put the "mental sanity" even of persons of sound mind at risk. Though instruction, intercourse with the prison officers and the promotion of physical health could lessen the risk, the danger remained "since it is a punishment which operates principally and primarily on the mind itself."[^53^](#jrz027-FN53){ref-type="fn"}

Pentonville's failure and concerns about the impact of separate confinement in other prisons did not, however, lead to the demise of the system. Far from it, it remained the mainstay of prison discipline and a key feature of the drive for uniformity across the prison estate up until the early twentieth century, even if, in practice, its implementation was flawed and uneven.[^54^](#jrz027-FN54){ref-type="fn"} The discipline was adapted for local prisons in the 1850s and 1860s, but with many facing conditions of overcrowding and high rates of committal on short sentences, they found it difficult to enforce effectively, and in some prisons a combination of the separate and silent systems -- involving silent work in association -- was adopted.[^55^](#jrz027-FN55){ref-type="fn"} Transportation to the colonies ceased during the 1850s, and thereafter the country faced the prospect of punishing its prison population at home, with the period of separate confinement being followed by years of penal servitude. By the 1860s, discouraged by the failure of reformist measures, and persistently high rates of recividism and violent crime, the emphasis of English prison policy had shifted from reform to deterrence, enshrined in the Prisons Acts of 1865 and 1877. After the Prison Commission took over the administration of English and Welsh prisons in 1878, with Edmund Du Cane as the Commission's chair (1877-95), faith in cellular separation as an efficient, punitive and deterrent system of prison discipline increased.[^56^](#jrz027-FN56){ref-type="fn"} Separate confinement was still regarded potentially as reformatory but increasingly its value lay in its role as a tool of punishment, and for its emphasis on restricting communication between prisoners and maximizing control.[^57^](#jrz027-FN57){ref-type="fn"}

Under such conditions -- the strains imposed by separate confinement itself, combined with the increasing ferocity of penal discipline -- incidences of mental illness, despite likely under-reporting, remained high. In 1872 Du Cane suggested that 252 men serving sentences of penal servitude were lunatic or weak-minded, some three per cent of the total of 8,362.[^58^](#jrz027-FN58){ref-type="fn"} Large numbers of suspected cases of insanity were sent to local prisons, while Dr William Guy, Medical Superintendent at London's Millbank Prison, where many mentally disturbed prisoners were transferred, reported that some two hundred convicts "unsound in mind... and yet not deemed quite fit for the lunatic asylum" were confined there by 1869.[^59^](#jrz027-FN59){ref-type="fn"} By the 1860s responsibility for diagnosing, assessing and reporting mental breakdown had passed increasingly to prison medical officers and the role of chaplains had diminished, not least as it was their reformative and spiritual mission that appeared to have failed. Investing a great deal of energy into the detection of feigning, prison doctors typically played down the impact of the prison system on mental health, claiming that prisoners were weak-minded or were already showing indications of mental disturbance when they came to prison.

Prison Memoirs, the Cell and Mental Breakdown
=============================================

The final quarter of the nineteenth century was marked by a steady output of prison memoirs, an activity that Anderson and Pratt have related to the closing off of prisons in this period as they became "largely impenetrable to outsiders." The centralized prison regime, they have argued, hushed debate and silenced dissenting voices within the prison system itself, and "new voices of opposition" emerged in the form of prison authors, articulate and eager to express the need for reform and humanity in the prison system.[^60^](#jrz027-FN60){ref-type="fn"} Prison authors recorded experiences of both long- and short-term incarceration, though the majority had undergone long sentences of penal servitude in several prisons. Frederick Brocklehurst was confined for only a few weeks in Manchester's Strangeways Prison, but long enough to comment on the devastating impact of cellular isolation.[^61^](#jrz027-FN61){ref-type="fn"} Other writers experienced full terms of separate confinement of up to nine months duration (even longer in some cases), followed by years of imprisonment in an associated labor prison. Hard labor produced its own set of mental and physical hardships, particularly distress at not being able to meet daily targets when picking oakum or the dread provoked by the treadwheel, which as one prisoner noted caused even the strongest of men to be led away weeping.[^62^](#jrz027-FN62){ref-type="fn"}

Prisoners' memoirs were published by a number of mainstream commercial publishers, while serializations or shorter articles (along with book reviews) appeared in general interest periodicals and newspapers, aimed at diverse readerships. These included the conservative and broad circulation journal *The Saturday Review*, the literary periodicals *The Quarterly Review* and *The Athenaeum*, the campaigning *Pall Mall Gazette*, and the Liberal *Daily Chronicle* newspaper. Jabez Spencer Balfour's *My Prison Life* was first serialized in 1906 in the *Weekly Dispatch*, one of the publishing giant Lord Northcliffe's newspapers, before appearing in book form.[^63^](#jrz027-FN63){ref-type="fn"}*Five Years' Penal Servitude*, by One Who Has Endured It, was noted to be a "true account" by *The Saturday Review*, largely based on the credentials of the author and "his education and good behaviour in prison," and was praised in several other periodicals for its detail and accuracy in describing the prison system.[^64^](#jrz027-FN64){ref-type="fn"} Given public interest in high-profile trials, such as those of Balfour, Fletcher and Florence Maybrick, imprisoned in 1889 for allegedly poisoning her husband, their subsequent publications were likely to attract a wide readership. Moreover, as Anne Schwan has suggested, publishers appear to have taken the initiative in presenting such texts as contributions to contemporary debates on prison reform and issues such as the plight of "fallen women" and "outcast London," "for commercial as much as for humanitarian reasons."[^65^](#jrz027-FN65){ref-type="fn"}

Wilde's declaration that he had found his salvation through the sympathetic awareness and pity prompted by "looking at the others" in prison was matched by observations on the plight of fellow prisoners in other prison memoirs, and their powerful and evocative accounts are drawn on heavily in this section.[^66^](#jrz027-FN66){ref-type="fn"} Details of the experiences of other prisoners and sympathy for their position featured in many of these publications. Jabez Spencer Balfour stated his intent of relating the experiences of others, putting himself in the "witness box."[^67^](#jrz027-FN67){ref-type="fn"} Describing conditions in Leicester Gaol in the early 1920s, prisoner B.2.15. \[R.A. Castle\] noted the mental distress of several of his fellow prisoners, explaining that many found it particularly hard to adapt to prison life, such as "one who cried every day for a fortnight."[^68^](#jrz027-FN68){ref-type="fn"} Suffragette Constance Lytton employed her prison recollections to promote her cause and to highlight the plight of ordinary women prisoners, an ambition shared by Annie Cobden Sanderson in the unpublished diary she kept while confined in Holloway in 1906.[^69^](#jrz027-FN69){ref-type="fn"} Florence Maybrick, imprisoned for fifteen years between 1889 and 1904 in Liverpool, Woking and Aylesbury prisons, explained how taking an interest in her fellow prisoners relieved her own suffering.[^70^](#jrz027-FN70){ref-type="fn"} Susan Willis Fletcher, confined in 1881 in Westminster Prison (Tothill Fields), referred to herself as a "spectator," observing the penal routine "much as if I had been sitting in a theatre."[^71^](#jrz027-FN71){ref-type="fn"} Despite this somewhat detached comment, her eagerness to stress her wrongful confinement and respectability, and her preoccupation with "constructing an exculpatory narrative for spiritualism" that took up much of her book, she remarked on the distress of the other prisoners, speaking for those she believed unable to speak for themselves and urging reform of the prison system.[^72^](#jrz027-FN72){ref-type="fn"} "When I began to look about me, I... soon came to think of others as well as myself... forming an entire new world, of which I had hitherto no idea."[^73^](#jrz027-FN73){ref-type="fn"} She also anticipated the emphasis of the suffragettes in urging women's involvement in social reform, suggesting that women prisoners were victims of what men did and neglected to do.[^74^](#jrz027-FN74){ref-type="fn"}

Not surprisingly, a number of prison writers focused on their "wrongful confinement," shedding light on what they perceived as miscarriages of justice, or regretting their own ill-judged actions that had brought them to such a dreadful predicament. Others accepted their wrongdoing and punishment but were disgusted by the manner in which it was carried out in prison. In contrast to the narratives sculpted by prison chaplains to legitimize the regime of separate confinement and to authenticate its achievements, these memoirs were penned chiefly with the objective of providing insights into the failure of prison regimes. They provided searing criticism not only of the uselessness of the prison as a place of reform and rehabilitation, but also of the privations of prison life: the revolting and inadequate diet, the lack of exercise and fresh air, the poor standards of medical care, the hard labor and dreadful, meaningless tasks imposed on prisoners, the dreary boredom, the iron grip of prison weekends, the wasted lives, the loneliness, desperation and sadness.

Describing the routine of the prison in painstaking detail, these accounts provide insights into institutional life and its impact that official records do not -- and would not wish to -- convey: the humiliation of being transported in the prison van, the disgrace of exchanging one's clothing for worn and stained prison attire, the hurried and inadequate medical inspection that took place on admission, the loss of personal authority. Florence Elizabeth Maybrick described the horror of being put into uniform and having her hair cut off: "This act seemed, above all others, to bring me to a sense of my degradation, my utter helplessness."[^75^](#jrz027-FN75){ref-type="fn"} "Do not fancy that the prisoner is supplied with luxury," one prisoner explained in his account of twenty years of penal servitude, "every ounce of food that he eats, every inch of clothing that he wears, the very temperature that his cell is warmed to, the amount of work that he does, are all calculated to a nicety, so that he may endure as much as possible for the longest possible time, on the minimum of creature necessaries."[^76^](#jrz027-FN76){ref-type="fn"} Such accounts were intended to invoke sympathy but also to assure readers of the harshness of the prison regime and the humiliating treatment that prisoners were subjected to.

The terror of being moved to the prison cell stands out in these accounts. As outlined by Jebb, supporters of separation and the prison chaplains, the cell was to be a tool of reform as well as punishment; for prisoners it was a thing of horror, and prison memoirs provide numerous and evocative accounts of the experience of being isolated, shut in, the tiny space, the door clanking closed, alone "in his separate hell."[^77^](#jrz027-FN77){ref-type="fn"} No one did this more effectively than Florence Maybrick, though Anne Schwan has argued that she was put under pressure by her friends and publisher to present a psychological case study of her prison life.[^78^](#jrz027-FN78){ref-type="fn"} Maybrick's death sentence was commuted to fifteen years imprisonment after three weeks in the condemned cell, but when moved from Walton Gaol in Liverpool to Woking Prison she explained that she exchanged one horror for another:""Oh, don't put me in there!... I cannot bear it." For answer the warder took me roughly by the shoulder, gave me a push, and shut the door.... I felt suffocated. It seemed that the walls were drawing nearer and nearer together, and presently the life would be crushed out of me. I sprang to my feet and beat wildly with my hands against the door. "For God's sake let me out! Let me out!"[^79^](#jrz027-FN79){ref-type="fn"}"

"No one can realize the horror of solitary confinement," she went on, "who has not experienced it. It inflicts upon the prisoner at the commencement of her sentence, when most sensitive to the horrors which prison punishment entails, the voiceless solitude, the hopeless monotony, the long vista of tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow stretching before her, all filled with desolation and despair."[^80^](#jrz027-FN80){ref-type="fn"} She spent just shy of three hundred days in separate confinement, an "inexpressible torture to mind and body," "known to produce insanity or nervous breakdown more than any other feature connected with prison discipline."[^81^](#jrz027-FN81){ref-type="fn"}

Frederick Brocklehurst was confined in Strangeways Prison in 1898 after addressing public meetings on social and labor questions, and declining to pay a fine. Though he only served a sentence of one month's duration, he was horrified by the conditions in Strangeways, his comments appearing in the *Manchester Evening News* prior to being published as *I was in Prison* in 1898. He condemned the diet of "slow starvation," the miserable plank bed, the cold, and the way a prisoner was "reduced to the level of a wild animal in a menagerie, pacing his cage, merely existing between meal hours."[^82^](#jrz027-FN82){ref-type="fn"} Like many other authors, he referred to the size and physical appearance of the cell itself: "Imagine to yourself, a white-washed cube, 7 feet by 8 by 13, with a barred window of ground glass at one end, and a black-painted iron door at the other, and you can form some idea of the dimensions and appearance of a prison cell."[^83^](#jrz027-FN83){ref-type="fn"} Austin Bidwell, sentenced in 1873 to twenty years for fraud, despaired "with blinding force" that "for long years that little box -- eight feet six inches in length, seven in height and five feet in width... would be my only home."[^84^](#jrz027-FN84){ref-type="fn"} By virtue of her respectability Susan Willis Fletcher was accorded special privileges while imprisoned for twelve months in Westminster Prison. Yet she struggled to cope with the cold and damp, restrictions on bathing, the dreadful food, the monotony, and above all the "dehumanizing" solitary cell.[^85^](#jrz027-FN85){ref-type="fn"} Another prisoner, commenting on the depression produced by the cell, described the atmosphere that "hung about it like a pall, creating an indescribable feeling of sorrow and despair."[^86^](#jrz027-FN86){ref-type="fn"}

Prisoners roundly condemned the system of separate confinement as a failure. W.B.N. (aka Lord William Beauchamp Nevill), confined in 1898 to five years penal servitude for fraud, served much of his sentence in Parkhurst Prison. While intended to impress the prisoner with the gravity of his offence against society, "and to bring him to a better state of mind" in many cases, he concluded, it had the opposite result. "The solitude and the hopeless monotony, with nothing to think of but the long years of suffering and disgrace ahead, produces nervous irritation, approaching in some cases to frenzy."[^87^](#jrz027-FN87){ref-type="fn"} Jabez Spencer Balfour described his sleeplessness, and, confronted with the idea of that "appalling wall of 3,833 days" in prison, "My fear was that I should be overtaken by madness, and I know from the experience of other intelligent prisoners that this is the first trouble that haunts them all."[^88^](#jrz027-FN88){ref-type="fn"} During the course of his sentence, Balfour described the overwhelming monotony that was a feature of the various prisons where he served time, "that leads to suicide and attempts at suicide, and which conduces to every form of insanity."[^89^](#jrz027-FN89){ref-type="fn"} Close confinement, reflected the author of *Her Majesty's Prisons* in 1881, "tells very much upon a man" and was reinforced, particularly for those who had occupied "respectable positions in life," by mechanical and pointless tasks such as oakum picking. Rather than urging reflection and reform, with so little to look forward to "the time is almost necessarily spent in remorseful meditations that become well-nigh maddening as the days slip by. A large percentage of this class of prisoners are packed off to the lunatic asylum... and a still greater percentage have their intellects more or less affected for the rest of their lives."[^90^](#jrz027-FN90){ref-type="fn"} Seven years spent in the silence of the whitewashed prison cell inspired Stanley Scott to combine his reminiscences with those he had collected from other prisoners: "As I write, the horror of those days, just ended, rises as a vivid spectre before my mind.... the living death of convict life."[^91^](#jrz027-FN91){ref-type="fn"}"It seems that there is nothing in the life of a prison that does not tend towards the unbalancing of some of its inmates minds... monotony seems to lead to imbecility -- the monotony of that endless round, with silence and whitewash for its surroundings; inactivity, of which there is far more than is healthy, even among men serving hard labour -- this is partly responsible for the appalling sanity scourge in British prisons -- and then, above all, solitude when on the borders of insanity. There are haunting visions of the past, utter despondency about the future -- utter hopelessness -- and day by day the cases of coming mental instability, brought to light in the guise of headaches, sickness, and "queerness" at \[sick\] parade, herald the transfer of more prisoners from the convict stations to the criminal lunatic asylums.[^92^](#jrz027-FN92){ref-type="fn"}"Again and again, the prisoners' voices highlighted how far removed prison regimes were from achieving the reform and improvement to the mind hoped for in the early days of separation, referring repeatedly to how the use of discipline and the isolation of the cell resulted in deterioration of the mind and mental capacity.

As well as their own struggles with mental distress, prison authors described the insanity of others in their cells or on the "barmy landing." These included accounts of the mother who was losing her mind, making toys of oakum for her children to play with; the fifteen-year-old who used a broken medicine bottle to cut his leg and then proceeded to eat the rest of it; the youth who attempted suicide and was put in a strait-waistcoat who was then compelled to eat his food like a cat, lying prone on the ground; "men who had come in as prisoners but who went out as madmen, raving all day and most of the night in their padded cells," and the boy who was not mad but "soft," who first howled for hours at a time, then took to moaning, and finally "became perfectly quiet and used to lie day after day stretched on the floor in a half stupefied condition."[^93^](#jrz027-FN93){ref-type="fn"} "This state of things went on for about a month," wrote the anonymous author of *Her Majesty's Prisons*, before the "unfortunate youth" was transferred to the county lunatic asylum "to live at the expense of the ratepayers for the rest of his life."[^94^](#jrz027-FN94){ref-type="fn"} Those "whose brains had broken down under this pernicious system of solitary confinement" were moved to padded cells, another ex-prisoner wrote in 1904, "not fit for nothing more than to babble their sad incoherences to the walls of their cells." The sentence of one man, moved to an asylum, should, he added, have read: "Fifteen months hard labour, *and* to be driven mad by solitary confinement."[^95^](#jrz027-FN95){ref-type="fn"}

Journals kept by prison doctors and chaplains, annual reports and the publications of prison medical officers devoted much attention to their efforts to distinguish "real" from pretended insanity, which was largely directed to keeping asylum transfers in check. In contrast, prison memoirs describe what this meant for the prisoners, as they were shunted around the prison for observation, being offered nothing in the way of treatment, until they were finally removed to an asylum. Though a few accounts were more positive about the medical attention they received, by and large prison medical officers were criticized for their ignorance of mental illness, failure to diagnose it properly, and excessive claims that prisoners were shamming. Though prison doctors were striving to establish their credentials as experts in dealing with mental disorder in prison, few had been trained in psychiatry and many complained of their heavy workloads.[^96^](#jrz027-FN96){ref-type="fn"} The author of *Her Majesty's Prisons* described the doctor in "X-shire" prison as lax and drunk on duty; another account referred to the visits of the doctor as "a brutal farce."[^97^](#jrz027-FN97){ref-type="fn"} Florence Maybrick described the case of a prisoner who languished in the prison infirmary at Aylesbury Prison for several months before being certified insane by three doctors and removed to a criminal lunatic asylum. Meanwhile the other prisoners were "disturbed by her ravings, and their feelings wrought upon by the daily sight of a demented fellow creature." The case of another prisoner, who according to Maybrick, was "in a morbid and depressed state of mind," ended in suicide.[^98^](#jrz027-FN98){ref-type="fn"}

Irish nationalist and land reformer Michael Davitt related how several of his companions suffered mental illness. In Millbank Prison, "Thomas Ahearn first showed symptoms of madness, and was put in dark cells and strait-jacket for a 'test' to the reality of these symptoms."[^99^](#jrz027-FN99){ref-type="fn"} However, Davitt also talked about prisoners "putting on the barmy stick," as well as inflicting wounds on themselves or covering themselves in their own filth, in order to shirk labor, to obtain a relaxation of the discipline or extra diet. Malingerers were justly unpopular, Davitt, concluded, as they made the doctor more suspicious about attempts to feign, risking the neglect of the really sick.[^100^](#jrz027-FN100){ref-type="fn"} The subject of feigning appears to have resulted in some form of shared ground between prison medical officers and prison authors, who reflected negatively on feigning as it drew the attention of prison doctors away from real cases of illness and mental breakdown. Prisoner W.B.N. described Parkhurst Prison as "half a hospital and half a lunatic asylum," occupied by a large group of prisoners classed as "W.M., weak-minded" or "balmies."[^101^](#jrz027-FN101){ref-type="fn"} Many of this group were described as difficult to manage. While most were really of feeble intellect or partially demented, according to W.B.N., some were sane, and played "balmy" in order to avoid work and punishment for bad conduct. It was difficult for doctors, W.B.N. concluded, to assess whether cases were real or shamming, "for many old convicts are such accomplished actors they are able to imitate the peculiarities of idiocy with wonderful correctness, until the habit becomes second nature."[^102^](#jrz027-FN102){ref-type="fn"}

Meanwhile, prison discipline and the "crude method" used if madness was suspected -- constant watching in the observation cell and the straitjacket -- were designed, according to prisoner B.2.15, to exacerbate mental breakdown. He concluded that in some cases "a man or boy can be gradually developing into a tragic mental state and pass unnoticed," despite monthly visits from the chaplain and the hurried weekly inspection of the medical officer.[^103^](#jrz027-FN103){ref-type="fn"} Prison accounts explained that it was often prisoners themselves who first noticed and then reported indications of insanity, and that by the time the medical staff had concluded that prisoners were indeed insane their condition had become severe. Conscientious objector Fenner Brockway ended up in the infirmary of Walton Prison in Liverpool after having a wisdom tooth removed, and later worked there as an orderly. "The most distressing sight was 'Rotten Row' with cells in which mental cases were confined. Many of the doors were replaced with iron bars, the inmates looking like caged animals. They gibbered idiotically, grinning and masturbating. 'What on earth were they doing in jail?' I asked."[^104^](#jrz027-FN104){ref-type="fn"}

Survival and Reform
===================

As well as reflecting on their fears of being driven insane by the prison regime, its oppressiveness and isolation, prison authors outlined strategies aimed at self-preservation, to survive the conditions and duration of their imprisonment with their minds intact. "It is this sub-conscious struggle between discipline and mind that embitters the first few months of a first offender's imprisonment," socialist and conscientious objector E. Williamson Mason asserted: "Once the mind is free the prisoner has worked out his salvation."[^105^](#jrz027-FN105){ref-type="fn"} Indeed, Mason, unusually, saw incarceration as an experience that "made" prisoners. "Prison either makes or blasts a man," he argued, though only if "one has something self-assertive within one that thwarts the ravages of silence and isolation."[^106^](#jrz027-FN106){ref-type="fn"} "The first two years of penal servitude are the hardest to bear," Michael Davitt asserted, and "test the mental endurance" more than the remaining sentence, solitary confinement being "truly a terrible ordeal to undergo at the commencement." This was particularly so in Millbank Prison in Westminster, where the prisoner was reminded of the noises of daily life on the outside, with the bells of Big Ben "telling the listening inmates of the penitentiary that another fifteen minutes of their sentences have gone by!"[^107^](#jrz027-FN107){ref-type="fn"} Weekends were particularly monotonous and provoked memories of families, the allotment, wives shopping, "pals enjoying themselves at the football match, and were hardest to bear," reported prisoner B.2.15.[^108^](#jrz027-FN108){ref-type="fn"}

Some accounts described religious services as a comfort and praised the work of the chaplains. W.B.N. reported how a visit from a priest saved him from a state of nervous irritation and from smashing his cell.[^109^](#jrz027-FN109){ref-type="fn"} Another prisoner praised his "muscular Christian" chaplain (soon to be replaced by a less outspoken individual), who addressed the prisoners with respect, and preached courage, observing in one sermon: "No wonder some of you commit suicide, no wonder some go [mad]{.ul}, in those miserable [holes]{.ul} that are called cells."[^110^](#jrz027-FN110){ref-type="fn"} Most prisoners, however, ignored the chaplain's interventions. Oscar Wilde referred to chaplains as "entirely useless."[^111^](#jrz027-FN111){ref-type="fn"} During his two-year stay in Pentonville and Dartmoor, a Ticket-of-Leave Man "never knew a chaplain voluntarily enter a prisoner's cell to talk to him."[^112^](#jrz027-FN112){ref-type="fn"}

If prisoners were to survive their sentences and keep their sanity, it was largely by drawing on their own resources. Prisoners described how they developed regimes to reduce boredom, and conducted mental or physical exercises to pass the time. Books were a source of sustenance for many. The author of *Five Years\' Penal Servitude* declared in 1878 that if the prison authorities took away books "a very large proportion of the convicts... would become insane."[^113^](#jrz027-FN113){ref-type="fn"} As the days "dragged their slow length along in snail-creep fashion," and tormented by insomnia, Irish political prisoner Jeremiah O'Donovan Rossa attempted to count the stitches in the clothes he was making to force out "the thoughts that troubled me during the day."[^114^](#jrz027-FN114){ref-type="fn"} "Suicide and lunacy form a very large item in the effect on England's treatment of her convicts," he commented, "and I don't wonder at it."[^115^](#jrz027-FN115){ref-type="fn"} Jabez Spencer Balfour described how he systematically set himself the task of thinking about the problem of sanity and insanity to keep his mind occupied. Though he "resolved never for a moment to be without mental or manual occupation... it requires terrible determination to get the brain straight, to avoid lapsing into regret, thence to despair, and thus to lunacy."[^116^](#jrz027-FN116){ref-type="fn"}

Prisoners also found ways to disrupt the regime of the prison through their voices and their noises. The prison was intended to be a place of silence, where the prison warders crept in their soft felt slippers or "sneaks," unheard and thus unobservable by the prisoners, even when they themselves were being watched. Breaking the rule of silence or communicating with other prisoners risked harsh punishment, isolation in a dark cell, a beating, or being placed on a punishment diet. Yet prisoners exerted their agency by developing means of communication. Seasoned gaol-birds, according to prisoner B.2.15, learnt to speak so that they were undetectable using a form of ventriloquism, they tapped and spoke through the heating pipes, some even used a deaf and dumb alphabet.[^117^](#jrz027-FN117){ref-type="fn"} "No home secretary," declared Susan Fletcher, "can absolutely govern the tongues of five or six hundred women," who talked through the ventilators, during exercise and singing in chapel.[^118^](#jrz027-FN118){ref-type="fn"} More disturbingly, the noise, babble and racket caused by the insane, their screams and cell smashings ruptured the quiet at night, and prison memoirs repeatedly comment on being woken from sleep by the terrible shrieks of the mad, "the bestial ravings of some poor wretch who had reached the limits of his endurance."[^119^](#jrz027-FN119){ref-type="fn"}

Towards the end of her sentence Fletcher spoke of the total despair that overcame her, her own health breaking down: "the cold, the darkness, the horrible character of all my surroundings, the hopeless condition of the constantly changing swarm of bloated, drunken, miserable women, sent to prison for short terms, only to become more hardened and depraved, weighed heavily upon my heart."[^120^](#jrz027-FN120){ref-type="fn"} Florence Maybrick claimed to have suffered a nervous breakdown as her sentence drew to a close, a result, she concluded, of hard labor and insomnia. She also described how the silence had a weakening effect on memory and language, as a form of mental dumbness set in that made prison life endurable after many years confinement, and she became closed to the world outside.[^121^](#jrz027-FN121){ref-type="fn"} The cold, darkness, silence and solitude, Susan Fletcher explained, "are not curative or reformatory or humanising influences. They disease the body and depress, stupefy and debase the mind."[^122^](#jrz027-FN122){ref-type="fn"} Many spoke of the loss of memory or vacancy of mind resulting from separate confinement. W.B.N. described how many prisoners "gave way" mentally, being "little better than half-witted" by the time their separate confinement ended.[^123^](#jrz027-FN123){ref-type="fn"} Frank Brocklehurst described how prisoners became emotionally and mentally inert, as the prison system reduced "its victims to a dead unthinking level."[^124^](#jrz027-FN124){ref-type="fn"}

In 1922, conscientious objectors Quaker Stephen Hobhouse and socialist Archibald Fenner Brockway produced a detailed and insightful report on English prisons, drawing on their own prison experiences, prisoners' memoirs, and the recollections of prison staff and inmates. Separate confinement, one of their ex-prisoner informants explained, served "to drive the man more and more into himself... it leads to a brooding which poisons the whole life."[^125^](#jrz027-FN125){ref-type="fn"} Hobhouse, who served four months in Wormwood Scrubs and eight in Exeter Gaol in 1916, described "the full pressure" of his experiences of separate confinement by misguided nineteenth-century reformers. He described how prison life seemed designed to destroy a man's sense of personality and initiative. His insistence on communicating with the other prisoners landed him a further spell in solitary confinement: "That no permanent mental damage made its appearance during this last and hardest phase of my imprisonment, I attribute entirely to the spiritual equipment, with which I was... endowed," religious faith, the love of his wife and friends, and his sense of justice in his cause, advantages not shared by all prisoners.[^126^](#jrz027-FN126){ref-type="fn"} He dreaded the "appearance of a spell of dazed vacancy of mind, of indifference to everything; for this seemed to be a prelude to the decay of mind and... a not uncommon result of long imprisonments."[^127^](#jrz027-FN127){ref-type="fn"} Canadian-American sociologist Erving Goffman's work on total institutions, published in 1961, described how like-situated individuals, cut off from wider society for lengthy periods of time, might experience a form of personal extinction as they adapted to institutional regimes. Yet already four decades earlier, Brockway and Hobhouse castigated long-term imprisonment for producing excessively high rates of mental deterioration, as vigorous, self-centred and introspective activities at the start of sentences were followed by the exhaustion of prisoners' physical and mental resources, deterioration, apathy and torpor.[^128^](#jrz027-FN128){ref-type="fn"}

Though few writers made derogatory comments of the kind expressed by Jabez Spencer Balfour, who referred to his fellow inmates as "scum," "like animals," "a different species" with their abnormally protruding "criminal ear," spelling out the distance between himself and other prisoners, some were frightened of the other prisoners.[^129^](#jrz027-FN129){ref-type="fn"} One Who Has Endured It, author of *Five Years\' Penal Servitude*, was alert to the dangers imposed on the mind by separate confinement, but also dreaded its end, and being "brought into daily, hourly contact with some of the ruffians and blackguards I had hitherto been able to keep at a distance."[^130^](#jrz027-FN130){ref-type="fn"} O'Donovan Rossa was disparaging about the other prisoners, but concluded that he preferred their company rather than the solitary cell.[^131^](#jrz027-FN131){ref-type="fn"} While most prison autobiographies described the "otherness" of their fellow inmates, at the same time they connected with them through sufferings in common or sympathized with the predicament of those less fortunate, even when these shared experiences crossed class lines. Stephen Hobhouse suggested that the main aspects of the system and its impact on character and mentality "seemed to... be of a similar nature for all prisoners involved."[^132^](#jrz027-FN132){ref-type="fn"}

Florence Maybrick's account, Anne Schwan has suggested, stressed empathy and shared experiences, underscored by her frequent use of the term "we."[^133^](#jrz027-FN133){ref-type="fn"} In Susan Fletcher's case her prison sentence appears to have strengthened a commitment to health reform and women's rights, and her book included a chapter entitled "A Plea for Prison-Reform" and an appendix "What Prisons Are, and What They Might Be."[^134^](#jrz027-FN134){ref-type="fn"} She described the predicament of "the feeble, the old, the rheumatic, and those debilitated... by intemperate habits" who "have dreadful suffering." The large numbers of women who were constantly in and out of prison because of drunkenness were "unfortunate rather than guilty," and in need of reformatory provision rather than imprisonment.[^135^](#jrz027-FN135){ref-type="fn"} Maybrick offered recommendations for prison reform, criticizing prisons for locking up mentally ill people and for producing mental breakdown, and urged separate provision for the weak-minded.[^136^](#jrz027-FN136){ref-type="fn"} She appeared to be well informed on levels of insanity in prison, referring in her book to newspaper accounts that estimated that these were seven times the rate for the general population, even after deducting those coming into prison insane. She also commented on the fact that a reduction in the term of separate confinement in 1898 (when a new Prison Act was passed) was reflected in a declining rate of mental illness.[^137^](#jrz027-FN137){ref-type="fn"}

*Five Years' Penal Servitude* was lauded for familiarizing the reader with the "strange, sad world within prison limits," and drew attention to defects in the treatment of criminals, advocating shorter sentences for first offenders, and harsher treatment for habitual criminals. Du Cane was questioned about the book and it was referred to in evidence presented to the Kimberley parliamentary commission of 1879.[^138^](#jrz027-FN138){ref-type="fn"} Michael Davitt provided extensive testimony to the same commission on prison conditions, diet, labor, medical treatment and the cruelty of the warders.[^139^](#jrz027-FN139){ref-type="fn"} Along with other prison authors, he particularly urged the separation of young and first time offenders from habitual prisoners and railed against the severity of prisons, issues taken up increasingly by critics of Du Cane's era, including the Howard Association and Humanitarian League.[^140^](#jrz027-FN140){ref-type="fn"}

Prisoners' accounts were echoed, their views and accusations confirmed, in periodical publications, the press, novels and plays, by social reformers and prominent literary figures. Just as Charles Dickens had protested the introduction of the separate system in the 1840s, authors Charles Reade and John Galsworthy were to condemn its continued usage as a system of punishment into the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.[^141^](#jrz027-FN141){ref-type="fn"} Prison inmates, *The Speaker* magazine argued in 1895, were "the victims of tyranny as merciless as it was stupid and revolting."[^142^](#jrz027-FN142){ref-type="fn"} In a letter to *The Nation* in 1909 Galsworthy cited several accounts of the impact of separate confinement on the minds of prisoners, drawn from prisoners themselves and those working with them, underlining the importance of their testimony. One "highly-strung young woman" who had served a long term of penal servitude, reported that"It is like nothing else in the world... no words can paint its miseries, nothing that I can say would give any idea of the horrors of solitary confinement -- it maddens one even to think of it. No one who has not been through it can conceive the awful anguish one endures when shut up in a living tomb, thrown back upon yourself.[^143^](#jrz027-FN143){ref-type="fn"}"In evidence to the Gladstone Committee in 1895, which recommended a relaxation of severity and a renewed focus on reformation, Colonel Baker of the Salvation Army, described how many discharged convicts coming under their care, were incapable of pursuing ordinary occupations. "They are [mentally weak and wasted]{.ul}, requiring careful treatment for months after they have been received by us."[^144^](#jrz027-FN144){ref-type="fn"} A number of ex-prisoners also provided evidence, describing the severity and regimentation of the system, poor standard of prison staff and lack of reformatory approaches.[^145^](#jrz027-FN145){ref-type="fn"} Ex-prisoner, Mr. E., attributed high levels of suicide to the severity of prison discipline in his evidence, and described men who had become simple-minded and the nerves and strain that imprisonment induced from constantly striving to avoid trouble. "Separates" was terrible, but so to was the shock of moving to hard labor after a period in isolation.[^146^](#jrz027-FN146){ref-type="fn"}

Prison medical officers persisted in playing down the connection between mental illness and prison regimes, but by the 1890s complaints on the failures of prisons emerged increasingly from the prison system itself.[^147^](#jrz027-FN147){ref-type="fn"} In 1894 Reverend William Morrison, Chaplain at Wandsworth Prison from 1887 to 1898, argued that the severe and highly deterrent regime operating in prisons by the 1890s was responsible for driving prisoners mad and for further debilitating others who were constitutionally weak. In a piece published in *The Fortnightly Review* under the title "Are our Prisons a Failure?" he asserted that rates of insanity in local prisons had doubled between 1875-77 and 1890-92 as penal discipline became harsher, from 113 per 10,000 to 226 per 10,000 compared with 8 per 10,000 in the general population. He acknowledged that many prisoners might be mentally unstable when entering prison, but warned that "our discipline may punish them, may shatter their intellect, may drive them mad, but it will never deter them from pursuing a career of crime." Recidivism, he suggested, might well be associated with this debilitating process, which made many men unfit to earn their daily bread.[^148^](#jrz027-FN148){ref-type="fn"}

Conclusion
==========

One line of Oscar Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol" was perhaps misleading: "And none a word may say."[^149^](#jrz027-FN149){ref-type="fn"} Though silenced under the regime of separate confinement, the voices of prison authors were clear, loud and largely united in their criticism of the prison, its regime, and its impact on the mental health of its inmates, and had been for several decades before Wilde himself went to prison. "Conditions must change -- they cannot remain the same," declared prisoner B.2.15. "The time will come when the present day cast-iron system of Solitary Confinement and mental anguish... will be looked upon in the same way as we regard the physical horrors which are now largely a thing of the past in this country."[^150^](#jrz027-FN150){ref-type="fn"} By the early twentieth century, when this account was published, the prison system had re-entered an era of penal reformism. According to prison authors, this had yet to affect their experiences of imprisonment, particularly with regard to mental health.

Why did the prisoner write? In part the production of these memoirs appears to have been a way for prisoners to make sense of their experiences after leaving prison and to assert their voice and agency. While we have to be aware that publishers keen to expand their sales might have encouraged authors to emphasize their interest in reform, many urged change to what they regarded as a useless as well as destructive form of punishment, and based their recommendations on their experiences. Wilde and other prison writers acknowledged their debts to other prisoners, as they spoke and wrote for them, and, for some, observing other prisoners quite simply passed the time. No doubt the memoirs were also written to provide an income from audiences fascinated with criminal activities and prison experiences and occupation for those unable to re-enter society and their previous employment. These accounts might have been exaggerated or designed to attract the sympathy of their readers and to sell copy. However, their repetition of the same themes and experiences -- and even the same words, the "horror" of separate confinement, the "cage"-like cell, "monotony" and "torture" -- suggest their authenticity.

Whether the narrated speeches of the reformed, voices of complaint or protest, or reportage of other people's experiences, prison narratives provide insights into the particular circumstance of mental breakdown in prison, the prison as a place of ruin of the mind, and also of complex psychological encounters whether they be between chaplain and prisoner or the prisoners' own efforts to manage their minds and resist mental breakdown. Prison narrators shared many features with the accounts of asylum patients in terms of resistance to their predicaments. While many asylum patients claimed that they had been wrongfully confined and protested against this, prisoners claimed that incarceration in prison itself was wrongful and prisons inappropriate to the task of reform. Prisons, like asylums, were described, by both sets of narrators as likely to produce mental deterioration rather than improve the mental state of their inmates. Some prisoners found a means, as their writing indicates, of mitigating this process, while reporting on the devastating impact of the prison overall on the mind, memory and cognition. Though many memoirs described prisoners' innermost feelings and individual psychology, they were preoccupied with survival rather than redemption. There is little evidence of the reflection and reform hoped for by the chaplains in the early years of separate confinement expressed in these accounts. Rather they provide evocative, detailed and at times distressing insights into regimes of confinement and day-to-day struggles to survive institutional life and to retain self-worth and a sense of identity.
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